By CORONADO CARTEL SI 98 (2011). 6 wins, $416,178, Mr Jess Perry S. His first foals are 3-year-olds; sire of 53 winners, 5 stakes winners, $1,600,729 incl. BLUE CORAZON SI 88 ($431,252, Ruidoso F. [G1]), FLY N TELL SI 93 ($66,312), PRITTY SI 103 ($61,261), SHEZ A CARTEL CHICK SI 88 ($49,548), Coronados Quiksilver SI 97 ($47,589), Cartel Charly SI 94 (at 2, 2019, $68,592, fml Ruidoso F. [G1]), Always Charging SI 83 (at 2, 2019, $41,573).

1st dam

2nd dam
A DELIGHTFUL LEGACY SI 105, by First Down Dash. 4 wins in 6 starts at 2, $179,153, All American Juvenile Inv. [R] [G3], finalist in the Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1]. Sister to BUCKSHOT DELIGHT SI 101 ($119,682 [G3]), half sister to A DELIGHTFUL DASHER SI 102 (Champion, $1,660,525, All American Fut. [G1]), HES MY DASHER SI 102 (Champion, $575,774, Rainbow Futurity [G1]), INDEED A DELIGHT SI 94 ($48,947, Rainbow Juv.), A Fortunate Choice SI 92 ($65,848), Fortune Pending SI 82. Out of FORTUNE OF DELIGHT SI 107 (Broodmare of the Year in 1999; AQHA Dam of Distinction; 8 wins, 2 to 4, $100,269). Dam of 26 foals to race, 19 ROM, including–

INSEPERABLE SI 96 (c. by Separatist). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt, 5 wins to 4, $672,756, All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1], 3rd Rainbow Futurity [G1]. Sire.


Teller No Lies SI 102 (g. by Teller Cartel). Winner to 3, $103,932, 2nd Town Policy S., finalist All American Derby [G1], El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2].


CHAINMAN SI 88. 4 wins to 3, $188,217, Hobbs America Futurity [G2], 3rd Sunland Park Winter Juvenile Champ., finalist [G1].

Redneck Ryan SI 99 (c. by Separatist). 5 wins to 5, 2019, $83,221.

Starlite Delight SI 89 (f. by Separatist). 2 wins to 3, $46,770, finalist [G1]. Legacy Eagle SI 97 (g. by One Famous Eagle). Winner to 3, $39,301, finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1].


Accredited Oklahoma Bred